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Abstract 
This contribution studies the application of Weighting Erased Decoding (WED) algorithm in the decoding of LDPC 
codes. WED is a kind of maximum likelihood algorithm used in the decoding of linear block codes with quantized 
channel outputs. Based on WED algorithm and Bit Flipping (BF) algorithm, a hybrid decoding scheme is proposed, 
which takes advantage of the simplicity of BF and the utilizing of reliability of received symbols. Simulation results 
show that the proposed scheme is feasible and effective, but the performance improvement is limited and depends on 
a parameter similar to the minimum Hamming distance in block codes.Click here and insert your abstract text.  
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1. Introduction
Iterative decoding of Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes proposed by Gallager has been studied
extensively in recent years [1]. Bit-flipping (BF) decoding is simple, but brings about considerable 
performance loss compared to the BP decoding [2]. In order to improve decoding performance, weighted 
BF (WBF) decoding and its variants were proposed [3-5], which effectively utilize the reliability of 
received symbols. 
Weighting Erased Decoding (WED) algorithm is a kind of maximum likelihood algorithm used in the 
decoding of linear block codes with quantized channel outputs [6,7]. This algorithm is suitable for the 
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binary input and Q-ary output channel. WED algorithm can improve the decoding performance compared 
to the algebraic decoding, because it can take advantage of the reliability of received symbols. 
Since LDPC codes are a class of linear block codes, we try to adapt the WED algorithm to the 
decoding of LDPC codes. The decoding scheme is to combine the WED and the BF/WBF decoding. The 
idea of the hybrid algorithm is obvious, but in order to improve decoding performance, there are still 
many issues to be resolved, which is discussed in this paper. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the BF algorithm in 
section 2 and WED algorithm in section 3. In Section 4, we present the hybrid decoding scheme. 
Simulation results are presented in section 5, followed by conclusions. 
2. BF and WBF 
 Assume an LDPC code defined by a sparse check matrix 
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 . The coded sequence 
is transmitted with BPSK modulation, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 
channel. Let be the soft-decision received sequence and   be 
the corresponding hard-decision sequence. Let  be the set of bits connected with 
the check node ,  be the set of checks connected with the bit node .
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The decoding process of BF is as follow:  
1. Compute the syndrome . If TT
0 1 1, ,..., Ms s sS = Hv 0S =
, then the iteration is 
terminated and the decoding is declare successful. If not, go to the second step; 
2、For each message node, compute the error metric: 
                                                                                                                                (1) 
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3 、Turn the bit with highest value, and go to step 1. 
kE
As there are many types of weighted BF algorithms, we give here only the reliability-ratio based 
weighted BF (RRWBF) algorithm, to illustrate the principle of utilizing symbol reliability of various 
WBF. The decoding process of RRWBF is as follow:  
1. Compute the syndrome . IfTT
0 1 1, ,..., Ms s sS = Hv 0S =
, then the iteration is terminated 
and the decoding is declare successful. If not, go to the second step; 
2、Find the most unreliable message node associated with each check node : 
                                                  
max
,maxm n n mr rn                                                     (3) 
3、For each message node, compute the error metric: 
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2 1 mn m
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Where the variable  is a normalization factor introduced for ensuring 
max 1
n
n m
m
r
r
.
4 、Turn the bit with highest value, and go to step 1. 
kE
3. WED Algorithm and the hybrid decoding scheme 
Suppose a binary linear (n, k) code with minimum distance dmin. The cannel output is uniformly 
quantized into Q levels regions. For , these Q regions are assigned weights 
. Define 
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For each received signal, We have , where the binary tuple is
the binary representation of the integer
,
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For received sequence , we can now construct an  binary matrix A for 
which the column is given by the binary tuple obtained according to the above process.  
0 1 1, ,..., nr r rr m n
thl
For , the row of A is decoded into a codeword by an algebraic decoder, and the 
m decoded codewords form another  binary matrix A’. Here, the decoder can use BF or WBF 
algorithm for LDPC codes. If using RRWBF algorithm, the symbol reliability for each row code still use 
the original channel output log-likelihood ratio. 
0 i m 1 thi
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For , let 0 i m 1 if be the number of places where the row of A and the row of A’ 
differ. Define the reliability indicator of the row of A’ as [7] 
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For the hybrid decoding of WED and BF, the equation above we used is modified as 
max 0,iR D f                                                (7) 
Where the parameter  affect the performance of decoding, and this is confirmed by the simulations we 
do. For the column of A’, with , let and be the index sets of the rows that 
contain 1 and 0 at bit position l  respectively. Then the bit is decoded into 0 if     
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. In case of equality, the bit decoded according to 
the hard decision.  
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4. Simulation Results   
The LDPC code selected in this paper is a （504,252,3,6）regular LDPC code given in [8]. Fig.1 
illustrates the bit error rate performance and Fig.2 illustrates the frame error rate performance. In these 
two figures, we show the performance of BF, RRWBF, and two hybrid decoding algorithm (marked as 
WED-BF and WED-RRWBF in figures). Simulations use BPSK modulation in AWGN channel. The 
maximum number of iterations is fixed at 30 for BF/RRWBF in all cases.  
The simulation results show that the proposed hybrid decoding scheme is feasible, but only obtains 
limited performance improvement, and decoding performance is also heavily dependent on the 
parameters A. How to further improve the decoding performance depends on in-depth research. 
5. Conclusion 
We propose a hybrid decoding scheme for LDPC codes based on WED and BF/RRWBF. This 
hybrid decoding scheme takes advantage of the simplicity of WED and BF/RRWBF. The simulation 
results show that the proposed hybrid decoding scheme is feasible, but only obtains limited performance 
improvement, and decoding performance is also heavily dependent on the parameters A. How to further 
improve the decoding performance depends on in-depth research. 
Fig.1 BER comparison of several algorithms for (504,252) LDPC code 
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Fig.2 FER comparison of several algorithms for (504,252) LDPC code 
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